
54                     company / society / party 

  
 
company: to keep smb. company;  to keep company with; to be in good / bad  

                 company; to be in smb.’s company; to seek smb.’s company; to set up / 

                 establish / start a company (a firm); to manage / operate / run a company; 

                 a limited liability / joint stock company; an insurance / shipping /  

                 manufacturing company;  

society: to found / establish / set up a society; to dissolve a society; a musical /  

              medical / historical / literary society; a civilised / advanced / open / closed / 

              primitive society; high society; to enjoy smb.’s society (company);  to be in 

              smb.’s society (company); 

party: to found / form / establish a (political) party; to break up / dissolve a party;  

           a communist / labour / conservative / liberal / radical / left-wing / right-wing  

          party; the ruling / opposition party; to give / launch / throw / have / host a party  

          (a reception); a birthday / cocktail / dinner / farewell / stag / hen / house- 

           warming party; a noisy / all-night party; to invite guests / friends to a party; 

 

Complete the following sentences with nouns ‘company’, ‘society’ or ‘party’. 

 
  1. We like spending our free time with the Dickinsons. We feel good in their  

      …………..….. .  

  2. Since when have you belonged to the literary …………..….. ?   

  3. The Browns’ financial situation has improved much since they started their own  

       manufacturing …………..….. .  

  4. Our neighbours are holding a house-warming …………..….. this Saturday.  

      We’ve been invited, too.   

  5. Primitive …………..….. are studied by anthropologists.   

  6. Will you keep me …………..….. when I go to the doctor?   

  7. I am not employed by anyone. I run my own private …………..….. .   

  8. Which political …………..….. do you support?   



  9. Don’t swear in the …………..….. of ladies. It’s so rude.   

10. Tommy says he hopes to become a member of high …………..….. when he  

      becomes a millionaire.   

11. RSPCA stands for The Royal …………..….. for the Prevention of Cruelty to  

      Animals.   

12. The family is the basic unit of every …………..….. .   

13. Our son has changed for the worse since he started attending the new school.  

      He might be under the influence of bad …………..….. .   

14. To enter the cocktail …………..….. you must have a formal invitation, sir.   

15. The Labour …………..….. obtained 17% of votes in the last election.   

16. Before the wedding, I organised a stag …………..….. and invited all my male  

      friends to celebrate with me.   

17. The recent survey revealed that the local …………..….. are highly dissatisfied with  

      the quality of work performed by their local authorities.   

18. Last year, the oil company was transformed into a joint-stock …………..…..  . 

19. A farewell …………..….. was launched by our hosts before our leaving for home.  

20. George. I don’t want to see you in the …………..….. of these local ruffians any  

      more. They exert a bad influence on you.  

 

 


